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Italo Calvino’s conflict between “bodiless rationality” and the “density and continuity of the 

world” is echoed in that between the predictive actions of the universal laws so central to the 

scientific method and big data’s current unseating of the former’s abstraction (indeed its very 

universality) via predictive simulation and the vertiginous promise of Roland Barthes’s 

dream of a “science for each object”. This latest iteration of a conflict that defines us is 

predicated on computation, our alter ego. Calvino’s “bodiless” signals that it is the body—or, 

to be more exact, the matter of the body—that is ever the threat to rationality. Aristotle is 

here: matter is the site of error. Thought needed to first be de-corporealized before it could be 

installed in the machine of thought that would make no error. But matter is also the 

compelling site of Calvino’s “density” and “continuity”; it is also the infinite source of the 

very data that make up the “big.” Thus the disembodied rationality of the discrete machine, 

fed on its diet of discrete data sets, is eternally at odds with yet paradoxically increasingly 

dependent upon the continuum that is the maximum saturation “data set” of the analogue and 

the eternally elusive domain of the random.  

Consciously or not, architecture has always occupied the space of this conflict— 

indeed, architecture has organized the architecture of this conflict and rehearses it constantly 

in every aspect of its practice, be it via the indexicality of instruction and specifications or via 

the reified continuum of the concrete pour and 3D print or via the seamless seductions of the 

render. Like any conflict, this conflict organizes its protagonists: architecture is also 

organized by this conflict, now more than ever. It has organized our fetishization of precision 

for the last hundred years, installing the concomitant baroque margins of redundancy we now 

carry. It exploits our anxiety around measure and its subsequent aestheticization. It decides 

how exactly we count, list, survey, and predict, and exactly what we count, list, survey, and 

predict. And it orchestrates our complex negotiations with all bodies and their harboring of 

error as we strive, from our increasingly digital quarters, to engage with their unparalleled 

“density,” or what Calvino might refer to as “vagueness.” 



All of which is to say, this conflict is so instituted in all we do that we now find 

ourselves trapped in the cross-fire between two enemies of old who have come to need and 

thus resemble each other. How then might the exacting guerrilla tactics of Samuel Beckett’s 

engineered pointlessness (nothing doing/nothing to be done) short-circuit the “filthy logics” 

of such instituted conflict and open a way out? Might not a Beckett-like attention to the 

humble instances of doubt, absurdity, or futility that attend to the hesitation of the drawing, 

the rehearsal of the process, or the moment of the measure best reveal alternative economies 

of exactitude within our practices that sidestep the deafening instrumental imperative of the 

rational and the increasing irrelevance and vacuity of the imaginary? 

Could pointlessness itself disrupt the current checkmate and allow architecture to 

fertilely lurch sideways? 


